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ABSTRACT 
We extend the potential reduction algorithm to solve the restricted convex linear 
complementarity problem (LCP) 
for some index sets I and J. In polynomial time, the algorithm will either discover 
that no solution exists or generate a sequence of pairs (x” , s”) which simultaneously 
drives (x”)“rk 1 xf, and sj to zero. In particular, we discuss how to apply the 
algorithm to solving the combined Phase I-Phase II convex LCP and to identifyng a 
vertex linear programming solntion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the linear complementarity problem 
(LCP), that is, we wish to find X, s E R” such that 
x IS = 0 s = Mn + q, and X,S 2 0, (la) 
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where M E Rnx" and 9 E R" are given. We assume M is positive semi- 
definite throughout this paper. In addition to (la), we require that the LCP 
solution satisfy 
XI =0 and s,=O, (lb) 
meaning xi = 0 and sj = 0 for all i E Z and j E J for some index sets I and 
J. We call such a LCP the restricted LCP. Although we describe our analy- 
sis in the context of the LCP, our result is certainly applicable to linear 
programming (LP). 
The restrictions in (Lb) are the so-called first-priority or primary goals. 
This concept was first introduced by Chanes and Cooper [2] in optimization 
problems, which have some applications. For example, the Phase I-Phase II 
linear program is a particular application, where x1 and s, represent the 
infeasibility errors for the primal and dual, respectively, (Lustig, Shanno, and 
Gregory [7] and McShane, Monma, and Shanno [S]). Another example is the 
purification of an interior solution. The priority goals allow for the identifica- 
tion of a vertex feasible solution through a process of iteratively solving the 
restricted LCP or LP with varying index sets. We shall examine both of these 
examples in more detail in Sections 4. 
Several techniques for solving the restricted LCP are currently available. 
One approach is a two-stage, sequential procedure. At the first stage, the 
objective function only includes the primary goals. If multiple solutions are 
found to exist, the second stage is then used. This second stage starts from 
the feasible point found in the first stage and optimizes with respect to the 
secondary goals. Another approach is the simultaneous big-J method, where 
some huge positive number, A, is used to weight the primary goals versus 
the secondary goals (e.g., Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [6]). The selection of 
the big .&’ remains a challenging problem in practice: if _&’ is chosen too 
small, the primary goal may never be met; if too large, the algorithm’s 
convergence may be slowed. 
Recently, several researchers (e.g., Anstreicher [l] and Todd [lo]) devel- 
oped a polynomial-time combined Phase I-Phase II method for linear 
programming which avoids the big-A dilemma. Essentially, instead of fixing 
J at some value throughout the algorithm, they only retain the symbolic 
quantity A. Their & simultaneously improves the primary goals by a 
guaranteed amount while also improving the secondary goals. Lustig et al. [7] 
also developed a similar combined method, which has not been shown to 
converge in polynomial time but reportedly works well in practice. Kojima, 
Megiddo, and Noma [4] recently developed a new path-following algorithm 
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for solving the combined Phase I-Phase II LCP: 
XTS = 0, z = 0, s = Mx + az + q, and 0 <x,s ER”, 
0 <z E R, (lc) 
where a = so - Mx” - q for some x0, s” > 0. Obviously, x0, so, and z” = 1 
is a feasible point for the problem. They analyzed the path 
with h = X” y”, where X = Diag(x) throughout this paper. Their algorithm 
to follow the path is not known to be a polynomial-time algorithm yet. 
In this paper, we modify the class of potential functions which are used 
in the potential reduction algorithms for linear programming and the 
unrestricted linear complementarity problem. As a result, we develop a 
polynomial-time variant of the potential reduction algorithm proposed in 
Kojima et al. 151 and Ye [14] to solve the LCP with priority goals. We 
con&de by indicating how the algorithm may be used to solve the 
combined Phase I-Phase II convex LCP and to identify a vertex solution in 
polynomial time when M is positive semidefinite. We use neither the 
sequential procedure nor the explicit big-& method. Similar to Anstreicher 
and Todd’s approach for linear programming, our potential function correctly 
balances the simultaneous improvement in both the primary and secondary 
goals. The big JJ? is adaptively adjusted in the iterative process. 
2. POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND THE LCP 
The traditional primal-dual potential function, which first appeared in 
Todd and Ye [ll, 131, is 
4(-T,S) =pln(r?s) - k h(XjSj), where pan. 
.j= 1 
It is easy to show that for any interior solution pair ( .T, s), if 4 is reduced 
to -( p - n)L, then necessarily 
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Now, we modify the potential function for the restricted LCP of (1): 
4(x, s) = p ln( xTs + e:x + 634‘s) - i ln( xIsj), P 2 n, (2) 
j=l 
where e, is a vector whose (i E 11th components are ones and the rest are 
zeros. The modified potential function of (2) can be written under the 
equivalent form 
4(x, .s) = ( p - n) ln( x’s + e;x + e;‘s) - i In xuI‘s + e7x + eTs . 
( 
'.i'j 
j=l I I 
Since 
>nlnn (see [Ill), 
we retain 
- kln( 
x,j ,sj 
x?‘s + e7’x + e’s 1 
> nln n. 
j=l I I 
Hence. 
( p - n) ln(xl‘s + e:x + e:;‘s) < 4(x, s) - n In n. 
This also indicates the exact amount, -( p - n)L, by which 4 should be 
reduced to guarantee both 
x 7s < 2 L an d ef’x + e?‘p < 2-l. I” . 
The potential reduction algorithm, which we will discuss in the next section, 
generates a sequence of interior solution pairs (x k, sk) which terminate when 
if a solution to (1) exists. Before proceeding to the algorithm, though, we shall 
study the potential function of (1) one step further. The gradient vector of the 
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potential function with respect to x is 
and with respect to s is 
= 
=!! s+e,) a( 
zp x+e,) Ld 
where 
1 A = X1’S + eTx + ejS. 
39 
X-‘e, 
S’e, 
Here and throughout this paper, an uppercase letter X designates the 
diagonal matrix of the vector .T, if such a vector is used. 
Given any interior feasible solution pair (x”, sk> for the LCP, consider the 
increments ( A x, A s) such that 
llvk)-l A ~1)~ +ll(s”)-’ A .s))~ < p” < 1, 
Then following the discussions of Kojima et al. [5], we have 
< V4,2; A x + v+,‘; A s + P’ 
2(1 - P) ’ 
where 
Ak = (x~)~s~ + ey’x’ + eTsk. 
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Moreover, 
; A xT As =; A x’(X”)~~(X~S~)(S~)-’ As 
G PllGw A “IIll(S A ~11 
,< pllw-l A ~11’ +Il(s”)-’ A ~11’ p2 
2 =pT. 
since 
Thus, 
Ak > ( xk)rs” > IlXkSkll 2 0. 
+( xk + A x, sk + A s) - 4( xk, 8”) 
=G vcp,T, A x + vqb’ s~ As+$(p+$-). (3a) 
If M is skew-symmetric, then 
AxT As= Ax?‘M Ax 
=2 ’ AxT(M+MT)Ax=O, 
and thus 
4( xk + A x, sk + A s) - $( Xkr Sk) 
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3. THE POTENTIAL ALGORITHM FOR RESTRICTED LCP’S 
Similarly to Kojima et al. [5] and Ye [13], we minimize the following linear 
function subject to the ellipsoid constraint corresponding to the second-order 
term in (3): 
minimize v+,’ A x + vc$,T, A s 
subject to As=M Ax, 
lIv”)-’ A ~11’ +Il(s”)-’ A ~11’ =G p2> 
Denote the minimal solutions by A x and A s. Then we have 
where 
and 
/ 
(4 
A = ;[ (Sk)’ + M( Xk)2M’] -‘[( Sk)2V4sk - M( Xk)?‘&~]. (5) 
Since 
V(b$X”p,” + vf#$sskp,; = II pkl12 
Then from (3) and (4) we have 
qb(x” + Ax,sk + As) - +“,s”) < -Piipkii + $ P+ 
( &3)> 
42 
and if M is skew-symmetric, 
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Choose 
Ilpkll 1 
p = min - - ! I p+2’2 ’ 
which then implies 
$( xk + A x, sk + A s) 
and if M is skew-symmetric, 
q5( xk + Ax, sk + As) 
c)( Xk, Sk) < 
qb( xk, Sk) =G 
II pkll” 
94 P + 2) ’ 
(6a) 
II pkll” 
4 . (6b) 
Before bounding II p k 11, we develop a lemma similar to Lemma 1 in Ye 
1141. 
LEMMA 1. Let the restricted LCP of (1) have a solution. Then, jb- every 
(u, u, A) that satisfy 
u + e, -A>O, v+ e, + MTA > 0 and V= Mu + q, 
we have 
uTv - q9 2 0. 
Proof. Let (x*, x*> be a solution for the restricted LCP, i.e., 
(x*)’ s* + erx* + eT.s* = 0. 
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Then the nonnegativity of these vectors implies 
43 
(x*)~(u+ e, + MTA) + (s*)“(u + e, - A) > 0 
or 
(I*)? 
7 
u-t err* + (.s*) 21 + e's* - (s* -f&x*) 
'1 
I A > 0. 
Since M is positive semidefinite, 
( x*)T<s* + nTu 2 (x*)“u + (s*)‘u. 
Thus, we have 
( x*)T,s* + eFx* + ei’s* + u7v - cl?;\ > 0 
or 
uTu - q7h > -( x*)“s* - eyx* - eT.s* = 0. n 
We now show the following lemma, which is related to Proposition 7.1 of 
Kojima et al. [S]. 
LEMMA 2. Let the mstricted LCP qf (1) have a solution, and let 
p 2 2n + 6. Then 
Proof. Let 
y = ,s’ + er + M7A and t = xk + e, - A. 
Then, from (41, 
I 5Y”y -e’ 
$ = PC: = A” (1, Pt $S"r - e 
I 
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Thus, if y > 0 or t > 0, we must have 
Ilpkll > Ilpkllm 2 1. 
In the following, we consider the case of y > 0 and t > 0. Since (x k, sk, h) 
satisfy the condition of Lemma I in this case, we have 
that is, 
zi = (xk)rY + (sk)‘t = Ak + (xk)rsk - 9Th > ilk. 
Then, 
n 
COROLLARY 1. Let p 2 2n + 6. Zj 
Ilpkll < 1, 
then the restricted LCP has no solution. 
Directly from (6) and Lemma 2, we have the following potential reduction 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let the restricted LCP of (1) have a solution. Also let 
(xk, sk) be any interior pair, and p 2 2n + 6. Then 
+(xk + A x,sk + AS) G #+">S") - 
1 
2( P + 2) . 
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Moreover, if M is skew-symnwtric, 
$( xk + A x, sk + A s) < +( xk, sk) - f. 
Theorem 1 establishes the basis for the following algorithm. 
POTENTIAL ALGORITHM. 
Given x”, so > 0 and s” = Mx” + q; 
set p 2 2n + Jzn; 
while (xk>‘sk + eTxk + eTyk > 2-‘* I 
begin 
,., do 
compute h from (5) and pk from (4); 
if Ilpkll > 1 then 
select E minimizing +(xk - crXkp,k, sk - aSkp,$); 
XL+1 = Xk 
- ZXkp,k and sk+i = sk - ESkp,k; 
else 
report that the restricted LCP has no solution; 
end; 
k=k+l; 
end. 
The performance of this primal algorithm is ensured by the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let +(x0, so) < O(nL) and p = 0(n) > 2n + \/2n. 
Then the potential algorithm terminates in O(n”L) iterations. Moreover, if M 
is skew-symmetric, the algorithm terminates in O( nL) iterations. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, each iteration reduces the potential function 
by at least 0(1/n). Thus, in O(n’L) iterations 
+(xk,sk) < -n(n)L. 
If M is skew-symmetric, Theorem 1 guarantees at least a constant reduction 
of $. Thus the potential function will be reduced to -( p - n)L in at most 
O(nL) iterations. n 
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4. TWO APPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM 
We first apply the algorithm to the combined Phase I-Phase II LCP. To 
do this first augment the original M and q in the following way (Kojima et al. 
[6]). Let LCP’( 5) be 
and q’ = 
where 
a=e-Me-q and 5 > aTe 
Notice that M’ retains the positive semidefinite property of M, and if M is 
skew-symmetric, then M’ is also clearly skew-symmetric. Note that X” = 
(1, eT)T and so = (5 - al’e, e?‘)?‘ is an initial feasible pair for the augmented 
LCP’( 5 I. For the big-J method to be guaranteed effective, 5 must be set, 
in theory, at an undersirable 20cL), where L is the bit length of M and q. 
This is because if 5 is set at some value less than 20cL), then the solution to 
LCP’ may not solve the original LCP and the infeasibility of LCP’ does not 
guarantee the infeasibility of the original problem. However, in most practical 
problems this assignment is not necessary, and the greater value of 5 always 
results in slower convergence (McShane et al. [8]). 
To avoid this dilemma, we propose a procedure based on the algorithm 
described in Section 3 which adaptively adjusts 5. While maintaining the 
polynomial complexity, our procedure either detects infeasibility or generates 
a solution to the original LCP. (See again McShane et al. [8] for a discussion 
on heuristics for adjusting the big JY which reportedly worked well in 
practice.) The procedure consists of the following three steps: 
Step 1. Initialize 
co := max{. max(]M], lql), a?‘e + I}, 
where max(] M I,lql> is the largest absolute component in M and y. Note that 
this initialization is used in some practical implementations (e.g., [S]>. Set 
k = 0 and t = 0. Let x0 = e and so > e. 
Step 2. If 5”>2 0(L) then stop: the original LCP has no solution. 
Otherwise, starting from x k and s k, apply the algorithm in Section 3 to 
LCP’( 5 “> with the first-priority conditions of Z = 11) and J = 0. From the 
previous results, in polynomial time the algorithm either generates a solution 
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to LCP’( 5 “), or halts execution with the condition 
II Pk(nll < 1, 
where pk( 5”) denotes the pk of (4) expressed as a function of 5’. If 
LCP’(tt) is solved, then stop, since the first-priority conditions ensure that 
the original LCP is also solved. 
Step 3. If {.$ > (5”)” : llp”(t)II > I} = 0, then let 5”” = 00; else let 
and 
,Sk -, - 5”‘1 + (0, -a7‘)xk. 
Set t = t + 1 and go to step 2. 
By starting from the most recent solution ( rk, sk) we provide the algo- 
rithm with a “warm start” whenever 5” is updated. Also note that for any 5, 
we can update pk( 6) f rom p k( 5 “) by using a rank-one technique to solve (5) 
in O(n’) arithmetic operations. Moreover, { 5 : 11 pk( t)[l 2 1) has the follow- 
ing property, which ensures that (7) can be solved efficiently. 
LEMMA 3. Let p > 2n + 6. If the original LCP is feasible, then 
there exists a 2 < zZ’“~’ such that II pk( ‘$111 > 1 $H- all 5 a 2. 
Proof. If the original LCP problem is feasible, then there exists a 
ocL) such that LCP’( [) has a solution for all 5 < g. Therefore, from 
W 
In fact, applying the rank-one inversion formula 
to (5) we can write pk( 5) explicitly as a function of 5. Thus, min 
it: Ilpk(k)ll 2 11 can be calculated by solving a single-valued polynomial 
equation. This needs no more than O(n”> total arithmetic operations. 
Note that each cycle of the above procedure, in polynomial time, either 
finds a solution to the original LCP or increases 5” at least quadratically. 
Since the initial 5’ = max{n max( M, 9) aTe + 1) > O(n), in at most log 
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(L/log n> updates 5 ’ will be greater than 2 o(L) Hence, the procedure 
should terminate in at most O(log(L/log 12)) cycles, and the complexity of 
the procedure is polynomial. 
The second application is the purification of an approximate interior LCP 
or LP solution. In general, interior-point algorithms generate a feasible 
sequence converging to an interior feasible solution, which in some cases may 
be undesirable. The purification of an interior solution to a basic solution 
may be accomplished during the iterative process using the following pro- 
cedure, which again is based on the algorithm found in Section 3: 
Step 1. Let (x”, so> be an interior solution. Set I” = 0 and Jo = 0 in 
the restricted problem. Also set k = 0 and t = 0. 
Step 2. Let Zf+i = If U {j,,,} and J”’ = J” for an index j,,, E 
{1,2,. . .) n}. Starting from the most recent interior solution (X ‘, sk), solve 
the restricted problem with Zt+i and J ‘+ i. If no solution exists for the 
restricted problem, then set It+’ = It and J” ’ = J” U {j,, l}. 
Step 3. Let t = t + 1. If t < n then go to step 2. 
At the completion of these steps, (rk, sk> will be a basic solution. As with 
the previous process, this process both utilizes a “warm start” solution at each 
step and completes execution in polynomial time. As an example, consider 
The potential reduction algorithm for the unrestricted LCP constantly gener- 
ates the solution x = (0, l)?‘, which is an interior solution in the solution set 
{x : x1 = 0, 0 < x, < 2). By setting I, / = 0 and starting from x0 = (5,0.5)r 
and so = (1.5,0.5)r, in few iterations the algorithm produces a solution 
x = (0.0005,0.9713)r. Then, we set Z = (2) and solve the restricted LCP 
starting from the resulting solution. In three more iterations, x makes a sharp 
turn and becomes (O.OOO5,O.O009)r, obviously moving toward the basic 
solution (0,O)r. 
5. FURTHER REMARKS 
The worst-case complexity of the algorithm in Section 3 for the restricted 
LCP is inferior to the current theoretical best, since p - rr is larger than 
O(n). However, one can verify that the anticipated complexity of the algo- 
rithm for the skew-symmetric LCP (that is, LP) is O(log n)L) (see, e.g., 
Mizuno, Todd, and Ye [9] and Ye [12] for details on the anticipated-behavior 
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analysis for interior-point algorithms). In practice, the selection of a larger p 
usually results in much faster convergence for both linear and convex 
quadratic programming. 
Finally, the restricted LCP is equivalent to the convex quadratic program 
(QP) 
minimize xTs + err + ey,s 
subject to s = MX + q, (X, s) 2 0. 
Clearly, QP algorithms may directly be applied to solve this problem. 
However, this is not practically attractive, since almost all polynomial algo- 
rithms for QP use the dual variables, so that the size of the overall problem 
will be doubled. 
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